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Medium on Driue R is 12" Uinyl (full release with artwork) 
Catalog: TILT009 
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INfO TXT 0:00 
ISOTOP + SHOTS PEAT. THE PHALANX - ASSEMBLER [A] 6:26 
BODOKA - AETHER [B] 6:37 

2 Tune(s) 13:03 Minutes 
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***************************************** 

* 

* label : Tilt-Recordings - technical inspired limited trust. 
» format : 12" uinyl, 45 rpm 
* catalog nr. : TILT009 
» info side [A] : Isotop + Shots feat. The Phalanx - "Assembler" 
* logo side [B] : Budoka - "Aether" 
* release year : 2008 
* mastering : Stu (Stuart Hawkes d Metropolis) 
* pressing : Randmuzik 
* distribution : S.T. Holdings LTD 
» info/contact : www.tilt-recordings.com / www.myspace.com/tiltrecordings 
* 

* After the well receiued release of TILT008, the Tilt-Recordings uinyl series 
» took a break. Instead, the digital-only series "T-files" has been launched 
* and started releasing tunes by artists such as Spinor, Pyro + Mundane, Redco, 
* Kaiza feat, amex + D-Struct, Matt Domino, kr4y, Walder, Tamas and Sunchase - 
» more tunes by other interesting artists on T-files are to follow soon. 
» Now Tilt-Recordings also returns to releasing tunes on the uinyl series with 
* a tearing Techno-DNB tune by the newcomers Isotop + Shots feat. The Phalanx 
* and another fine work for the world's dancefloors by the one and only Budoka. 
* 

* Isotop + Shots feat. The Phalanx - "Assembler" 
» Their surprising debut release on T-fREE in January 2008, "Burning Identity", 
» drew attention to Isotop + Shots and brought them quite some respect within 
» the Techno-DNB scene. After their experimental follow-up "Dioxin" on T-files, 
» Isotop + Shots and their partner The Phalanx now enter the uinyl dragon with 
* their uery first collaboration: Tilt-Recordings proudly presents "Assembler", 
» a totally boring tune with a boring beat and a boring bassline. It seems safe 
* to predict that all this boring will instantly put these three Palatines on 
* the world map of Drum & Bass and into the hall of Techno-DNB fame for good. 
* 

* Budoka - "Aether" 
* Since 2001, Budoka has worked hard on his production skills and slaued in the 
* studio, crafting tunes and deueloping his own handwriting in sound and style. 
« Ouer the years, he has finished more than 70 Drum & Bass tunes, almost 30 
* Hip Hop tunes (as "Oberton", with Eli MC) and also some Techno/House tunes. 
* He has definitely succeeded in the task of creating his own signature sound, 
« has released 20 Drum & Bass tunes (8 are on uinyl, 11 are free downloads) 
« and can be called Germany's most underrated technoid Drum & Bass artist. 
* And he did it again, he made yet another good tune... Uhat else can be said? 
* "Aether" is a strong Neurofunk tool, following the rules of good mixability 
* with an athmospheric intro based on a deep synth line, a decent midrange, 
* a dramatic breakdown, a strong minimalistic beat and a rumbling bassline. 
* 
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